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Accounts of diving a variety of wrecks, often containing gold and other valuables, and the

exciting stories of diving in often dangerous conditions.

About the AuthorVic and Stefan are explorers, technical CCR divers, authors and

photographers. They are also organisers of the international dive show, Tekdive-Europe --This

text refers to the paperback edition.
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DIVING FOR TREASUREWhittles Dive Serieseditor Rod MacdonaldThe Whittles Dive Series

is a collection of cutting edge books dealing with every aspect of diving – from exploring lost

shipwrecks to cave diving, technical mixed gas and rebreather diving. The Series is edited by

internationally acclaimed diving author Rod Macdonald, noted for works such as Dive Scapa

Flow and Dive Truk Lagoon.Published byWhittles Publishing Ltd.,Dunbeath,Caithness, KW6

6EG,Scotland, UK© 2018 V. Verlinden & S. PanisAll rights reserved.No part of this publication

may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means,

electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise without prior permission of the

publishers.CONTENTSSS Tubantia – the hunt for gold of the TubantiaDeparture from

AmsterdamThe InvestigationTreasure of the TubantiaDiving the TubantiaSS Elbe – porcelain

from the deepThe collisionEveryone fights for their lifeInvestigation into the disasterDiving the

ElbeSS Justicia – The Dutch TitanicThe attackThe final blowDive in the open oceanExploring

the bowReturn to the Dutch TitanicThe gold seekers of the Renate LeonardtWas there gold on

board?The tower of the gold fishermenOnly a few metres away from 72 million GuildersIt has

to happen now!New candidates show upThe press takes noticeThe wreck in 2008Finally on

the wreck myself!SS Drummond Castle – on the way to her doomDive into the pastFirst survey

of the wreckExpedition 2000SS Leopoldville – the Congo boat torpedoedA floating

palaceChristmas Eve 1944The rescue operationDiving on the LeopoldvilleFurther exploration

of the wreckEntrance in to the machine roomA wreck that doesn’t leave you untouchedSS

Albertville – a luxury mail ship sinksThe war yearsA forgotten shipwreckA cautious

journeyExploration of the forecastleThe frigate Lutine – the golden treasure of the

tormentorThe islanders take their chanceThe first helmet divers enter the wreckThe English

arrive and make a second attemptThe gold-searcher’s tower of Frans BeckersThe largest tin

mining dredger is a marvelNew Zealanders are struck by gold feverFifteenth search for

goldTombstone for Captain SkinnerThe MS Christiaan Huygens – art treasures from a

shipwreckAntwerp 1945A dive into the unknownThe first bronze statuesResearch in the

archiveSearching the wreckDiving the HuygensSS Natal – collision in the nightSave our

soulsAn underwater museum at 130m downOrganisation of a complex diveFirst exploration of

the wreckSecond deep dive in three daysRoompot – sunk eight miles from her home

portBeachedThe sinkingThe discoveryProtected monumentThe theftBaloeran – the floating

palaceTaken over by hostile powersA loved diving objectHugo Geijteman: Wreck diver in heart

and soulSS Egypt – The gold of the SS EgyptPanic on boardSearching for a needle in a

haystackThe divining rod of Father InnocentiusWhere is the gold?Another ship is boughtDiving

expeditions to the wreckTesting the equipmentThe decompression of half a working daySS

Kursk – the crystal of the TsarStorm on the North SeaThe Kursk is missingUnknown wreck at

13 milesDiving the KurskSS Leerdam – emigrants and pedigree cattleRescue mission at

seaFinally back on solid groundSalvage of a valuable cargoDiving the wreckSS Warrior – the

lost battle of the HMS WarriorDiscoveryPlan your dive and dive your planTrip along the

swimming poolThe SS Laurentic – the record salvage of 43 tons of goldA rich cargoSalvage

feverLast attemptDiving the LaurenticSS TUBANTIATHE HUNT FOR THE GOLD OF THE

TUBANTIAThe amount of time and money spent on attempts to salvage the cargo of the Dutch

passenger liner Tubantia have been far greater than those devoted to any other wreck in the

North Sea. The story of the search for the liner’s gold is so fascinating that three books and

numerous newspaper articles have been published about it, and it has also been the subject of

a BBC television documentary. A total of six salvage teams have worked the wreck in attempts



to reach its immeasurable treasure.top left: A porcelain sink lies among the debrisbottom left:

The impressive bow of the Tubantiaright: A diver films the wreckSS TubantiaOwner: Royal

Dutch Lloyd/Lloyd Royal Hollandais, AmsterdamBuilt: 1914 Alexander Stephen & Sons Ltd,

Linthouse near GlasgowPropulsion: Two quadruple expansion machines, two

propellersTonnage: 13911 tonsDimensions: Length 170m, beam 20mSpeed: 16

knotsPassenger accommodation: 252 first class, 236 second class, 135 third class, 854 in huts

and in dormitories, 335 crewThe well-appointed first class dining room.A first class cabin on

the TubantiaDEPARTURE FROM AMSTERDAMAt 13:00 on 15th March 1916, at the height of

the First World War, the passenger liner Tubantia of the Royal Dutch Lloyd set sail on its

eleventh trip from Amsterdam to Buenos Aires. Captain Wijtsma set a course for the lightvessel

Maas, which it passed at around 21:00. Then he continued on in the direction of Noordhinder

Bank. The ship was to anchor there for the night, as daylight was required to navigate nearby

minefields. Once anchored, Captain Wijtsma was relieved by first helmsman Vreugdenhill in

order to get a few hours’ rest in his bunk. At 02:15 a trail of bubbles coming from a torpedo was

spotted by fourth helmsman Van Leuven, followed moments later by an enormous explosion

amidships on the starboard side. When the captain was notified that the situation was serious

he immediately ordered the deployment of the lifeboats for the eighty-seven passengers and

294 crew members.The ship was severely damaged and started to list. Nevertheless, all

passengers and crew were safely transferred to the lifeboats. First helmsman Vreugdenhill

performed one final inspection of the ship and noticed that the tables in the first class

restaurant had been nicely set for breakfast and had been decorated with fresh flowers. A few

hours later everything was at the bottom of the North Sea. The small steamer Breda received

the distress signal from the Tubantia and took on board 242 of the shipwrecked persons. The

others were taken on board by the ships Gorredijk and La Campine.Captain WijtsmaThe

Tubantia in the docks at Amsterdam, prior to departureDrawing showing the point of impact of

the torpedoA postcard of the Tubantia in all its gloryThe crew boarding for another voyage.The

steamship Breda rescues many passengersUB13 in Zeebrugge harbour.The ship’s bell.The

first newspaper article about the disaster.The lifeboats on the Tubantia.The three kettle system

to make tea in the kitchen and alongside a drawing of the arrangement with a clean kettleTHE

INVESTIGATIONAfter the war an investigation was conducted into the sinking. At the time of

the torpedo attack the Netherlands was a neutral country, which made matters worse. Pieces

of copper and brass engraved with ‘2033’ were recovered from a damaged lifeboat, proving

that the Tubantia had been torpedoed. The number 2033 was the serial number of a

Schwarzkopf torpedo that had been fired by U-boat UB-13, which was under the command of

Commander Metz.TREASURE OF THE TUBANTIAA couple of years after the war, the retired

British major Sydney Vincent Sippe was approached by a former spy of the German Empire.

Hjalmar Schacht had been in charge of the reforms of the banking sector in Belgium during the

war, and had been very close to the top of the German cabinet. He told the story of 13 tons of

pure gold that was to be smuggled to South America on orders of the German Emperor. The

treasure was the personal asset of the Emperor, who realised that Germany might actually

lose the war. That is why during a secret operation in Switzerland, the gold was hidden in balls

of cheese and loaded on to the Tubantia. However, the Germans found out at the last moment

that the British Navy had been made aware of its precious cargo and was planning an

inspection and so Schacht claimed, it torpedoed the Tubantia. Thus, they made sure the

treasure would remain out of the hands of the enemy. There were also some very wealthy

people among the passengers, including a Mr Vega, Bolivian envoy to Berlin, who lost

£150,000 in the disaster.The anchor chain.Micha Govaerts and Agnes Rypens on their way to



the TubantiaA chamber pot with logo from the shipSippe, a former war hero and pilot, was

interested in the story and together with the Société Maritime Nationale (a shipping agent in

Paris) put together an expedition to the wreck to recover the treasure. While Sippe was working

over the wreck in 1923, a competitor by the name of Zandudi Landi (one of the most famous

salvors of the time) arrived. Landi was backed financially by London businessman C.P. Read.

This development caused a small war between the rival boats above the wreck of the Tubantia,

which was decided in favour of the Landi expedition. Landi used explosives to blast holds 3 and

4, where the gold was thought to be. He tried this several times but yielded no spectacular

results. During the following years, several other parties tried to recover the gold, including the

Sunderland Salvage Company of Lindsay Swan, Hunter, which used its ship Reclaimer in its

attempt. On one occasion, after sailing from Ostend to the site after a spell of bad weather, the

Reclaimer arrived to find the Italian ship Artiglio, owned by the Sorima company from Genoa

over the wreck. Sorima had earned a big reputation within the salvage world by recovering an

enormous load of gold from the wreck of the Egypt. However, the Artiglio was taken off the

operation after just a month due to a lack of success.Aft promenade deckThe newspapers

follow the discoveryInterest in the wreck then waned, although in 1934 the ship’s bell was

accidently pulled up by a fisherman in one of his nets. Although some expeditions claim to

have recovered valuable cargo, this was never proven. In 1955 the Tubantia was mentioned in

a book by Sir Robert H. Davis, the director of London-based diving company Siebe Gorman &

Co. Ltd, titled Deep Diving and Submarine Operations. However, the wreck and the gold were

soon forgotten.Gin bottles, a glass citrus press and porcelain crockery with ship’s logoA coffee

cup.Bronze portholesA bronze Buddha after cleaning.A porcelain bath from a first class

cabin.DIVING THE TUBANTIAIn 1991 the wreck of the Tubantia was again front page news

when it was rediscovered by Belgian sports divers. The Tubantia is situated 35 miles from the

Belgian shore at GPS position 51.49.84N/002.49.08E. The depth ranges from 30 to 38m. The

visibility is usually good (2m) to very good (15m), but you need to be on the lookout for

discarded fishing nets. Many salvage expeditions involved the use of explosives on the wreck,

so it is heavily damaged. The bow with the anchor winch is still the most recognisable part, but

the gigantic boilers are also easily identifiable. For the first couple of years after its rediscovery

we could still see bronze portholes of all shapes and sizes scattered throughout the wreck

during our dives. A bronze sculpture of a Buddha has been recovered, probably from the

ladies’ salon, but not much has been found of the vast quantities of silverware on board (it

probably lies underneath the hull). We could not find any trace of the gold or other valuables

either. Still, in his book The Atlas of Shipwrecks and Treasure (1995) the famous English wreck

hunter Nigel Pickford mentions the wreck of the Tubantia as carrying a load of gold and

diamonds. The myth of the Tubantia will probably bring many divers beautiful dreams about

fabulous treasure waiting to be discovered at the bottom of the North Sea.The planks of the

promenade deckA diver in front of the steam boilerThe winch of the TubantiaSS

ELBEPORCELAIN FROM THE DEEPAs first helmsman Robert Henry Craig of the coal

steamer SS Crathie went for a cup of coffee in the galley, the Crathie rammed the luxury

German ocean liner SS Elbe at full steam.The hull, overgrown by anemones.SS ElbeType:

Passenger shipShipping company: Norddeutscher LloydBuilt: 1881 John Elder & Co. Glasgow,

ScotlandPropulsion: Compound steam engineTonnage: 4,510 tonsDimensions: 136m long,

19m beamSpeed: 17.5 knotsCaptain Van GosselAdvertisement for a crossing.Beautifully

detailed view of the cross-section of the Elbe on which the steam engines and different

sections are clearly visible.It was a bitter –19°C when Captain Van Gossel did his last

inspection of his ship before setting sail to New York from the port of Bremerhaven, Germany,



on the night of 30th January 1895. The SS Elbe was a fast ocean-going liner of 4,510 tons and

was carrying, among other things, a cargo of rice, iron parts and a precious load of Rudolstadt

porcelain for the American market. Also on board were a large number of postal bags

containing valuable bonds, money and diamonds. Among the fifty first class passengers out of

a total of 354 were the Guttman brothers. These former directors of a flour factory were

carrying 300,000 Dutch guilders on their voyage to New York. The ship was to make a short

stop at Southampton, England, to take on additional passengers, before continuing on her

route to New York.She cast off from Bremerhaven at around 15:00, and started her voyage

across the North Sea under the guidance of both a German and an English pilot.THE

COLLISIONThe SS Elbe, with her 5,600hp steam engine, was capable of a top speed of 17.5

knots. When night fell, Captain Van Gossel gave the order to fire off signalling flares at regular

intervals to warn other vessels of her proximity. She was also lit up by hundreds of electrical

lights on the side of the ship, making her clearly visible under normal circumstances.A sister

ship at the Antwerp docks.Promenade deck.During the night the south-easterly wind picked up,

sometimes reaching gusts of Beaufort force 6, and any seawater washing her deck froze

immediately. At around 05:20 officers on the bridge noticed another ship approaching. It was

the coal ship SS Crathie on her way from Rotterdam to Aberdeen, Scotland. The ship was

under the command of Captain Gordon, who at that moment had just retired to his bunk for a

few hours’ sleep, leaving the ship in the hands of first helmsman Robert Henry Craig. Craig left

his station to get a cup of coffee from the galley, leaving only the helmsman on the bridge. The

helmsman did not notice the fast approaching Elbe, and a few moments later the Crathie

rammed the stately passenger liner full force on the starboard side, just aft of the steam

boilers.EVERYONE FIGHTS FOR THEIR LIFEOn the smaller Crathie, the steam engine was

put into reverse to break loose from the liner. The coal ship was severely damaged around the

bow but was still afloat, so the captain gave the order to return to Rotterdam – unaware of the

dramatic developments unfolding aboard the Elbe. Captain Van Gossel immediately gave the

order to close the watertight doors on the partitioning bulkheads. These bulkheads, however,

did not reach the main deck (the normal requirement for passenger liners). Attempts were

immediately made to deploy the lifeboats, but they were frozen to the davits and needed to be

hacked free. The crew succeeded in releasing two lifeboats, although the first one was

immediately smashed to pieces against the hull of the ship. A German lady-in-waiting, Anna

Boecker, was in this lifeboat and ended up in the freezing water, but was pulled into the second

lifeboat by a helping hand. This made her the only woman to survive the drama. The English

fishing boat Wildflower from Lowestoft took on board twenty survivors six hours later. Among

them were five passengers, thirteen crew members and the two pilots. Captain Van Gossel

stayed on the bridge until the very last moment and was one of the 332 people on board who

did not survive the disaster. Twenty short minutes after the collision, the majestic Elbe sunk. On

the Crathie, only one of the twelve crew and passengers was injured.

The book by Julie Tallard Johnson has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided

feedback.
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